As knowledge sharing is so critically placed within context, that a characterization of context is not known, or perhaps an understanding of this context is essential in developing does not exist, with respect to knowledge management. Its effective tools. Thus, before further research can be conducted effectively, we must determine the nature and characteristics of timportanceh ofctentbe n i e in geeral.hDisregarding context. This paper presents a critical overview of context from the importance of context can be an oversight as knowing multiple perspectives. We will propose a model for elucidating only the problem solution without understanding the problem and characterizing context in knowledge sharing, with a practical can lead to misinterpretations [6] . We submit that until we application to peer-to-peer knowledge sharing networks.
entire scope and functional validity of knowledge-mediated I. INTRODUCTION solutions cannot be ascertained. This does not imply that there Knowledge is created and consumed in a context i.e. de-is a single solution to a KM problem, rather the assertion is cisions are made, conversations are held, conditions are com-that no valid solution can be rightfully discovered without first puted, and knowledge is shared with respect to the prevailing considering the prevailing context. context. Context, notwithstanding the diversity of its interpreThis paper attempts to investigate the conceptualization tations, is the prime determinant of any knowledge activity and characterization of context from different perspectives, as the context varies the nature and application of knowledge beginning with philosophy and anthropology, leading into sharing varies in order to produce an outcome congruent to the societal context, linguistic context, and moving to natural prevailing context. Efficient knowledge sharing is predicated language processing, artificial intelligence, context-aware and by identifying the right content within a specific context. From pervasive computing and knowledge management. Furthera knowledge sharing perspective, context consists of: who more, we present a context-aware peer-to-peer (P2P) model for created the content, the nature of the content, the knowledge-knowledge sharing that establishes a context as an interplay mediated task being performed, when, where and why it was between an ontological peer profile and the peer's dynamic being performed [1] . To date, knowledge sharing research has dynamic knowledge-mediated tasks that vary with time and in largely concentrated on selecting the relevant content as per turn modulate the peer's knowledge needs. a specific 'static' context. Knowledge sharing research has The paper is organized into three systematic steps. We first not adequately expressed the fact that context is a dynamic define the specific and general problems in Section II and entity and this dynamism directly impacts the relevance of mention the significance of each. Section III explores the the content being shared. This brings to relief the need to nature and characteristics of context from the three primary ascertain the role of context in knowledge sharing activities approaches found in the literature: defining context, formalvis-a-vis context-aware, context-sensitive, and context-driven izing context, and modeling context. In Section IV the paper knowledge management and sharing.
presents a preliminary infrastructure describing what has been
The concept of context is quite pertinent in knowledge learned and the future direction of this research. A summary management yet it has not been sufficiently investigated and is presented in Section VII. hence not well elaborated [2], [3] . Although many authors use the notion of context, albeit without a clear definition, its II. PROBLEM STATEMENT meaning, use and formalisms is left to the readers interpretaContext has not been well defined in knowledge sharing tion and understanding [4], [5] . We argue that there is a need (KS). In a P2P system, peers share knowledge but the question to objectively define context in order to investigate its role is "do they also share the same context when sharing knowland impact on various knowledge management activities i.e. edge?" This section specifies the problem we address and also I1-4244-0457-6/06/$20.OO ©2006 IEEE provides support for a "no" response to this question. which knowledge is created, shared and used. All knowledge Given a context, how do we determine the affinity between activities take place in the same ba but are affected differently two peers within a knowledge sharing network? In recent depending on the task. We later propose to include task as P2P systems, content addressable mechanisms are employed an additional character of context, thus ba is not in itself including semantic overlays and distributed hashtables. We context but is an environment where we "plug-in" the task, argue that a means for supplementing the identity with a set and consequently discover the context. of contextual characteristics is required.
By explicating ba, we get the model proposed by Schmidt
Even when an affinity between peers is established, ex-et al. [11] in the realm of pervasive computing. This model change of appropriate knowledge should be guided by the con-defines context as the set of surrounding facts that provide text surrounding each peer and knowledge resource. Currently, meaning to a domain whereby (a) a context describes the no technique exists to link knowledge resources to a peer in environment and situational facts in which a system resides, a particular context.
(b) every context is unique and non-congruent with every other The challenge is to define context and highlight its bound-context, (c) every context has a set of relevant features, and aries, significance and role in a knowledge sharing problem, (d) each relevant feature has a range of acceptable values thus making it distinguishable from the underlying domain determined by the context. knowledge.
We propose that from the above four points a hierarchical feature space can be developed whereby each feature is derived from a more general feature in the hierarchy. Schmidt, Beigl Our investigation leads to the belief that context related and Gellersen characterize this concept hierarchy further into literature can be categorized into three categorical division.
a number of levels and nodes.
A. Defining Context B. Formalizing Context The first step to determining context of knowledge may be to record all meta-knowledge to infer a definition of context Definitions provide a rudimentary understanding of context. from it using grounded theory research.
To understand the properties and the operationalization of For instance, by using a philosophical investigation of context, formalisms are proposed. context, we note Scharfstein's argument that context is in-
The first noticable work in formalizing context was procomprehensibly difficult [7] . Defining context is bound by the posed by McCarthy [13] , [14] and is extended in McCarthy context in which we define it. Changing our context changes and Buvac [22] as well as Guha [10] . In their work the authors our interpretation of context. Defining the context in which an do not attempt to define context, but state only that it exists and interpretation is made is subject to its own context. Interest-influences the environment. The authors provide two functions ingly, this description of context implies an infinitely nested as the basis for their formalization: ist(c,p) and value(c,e). The space where any context is subject to the interpretation of its first is used to denote a proposition p that is true in a context parent context. Thus, a definition or complete understanding c. The second obtains the value of a term e in the context. of context is seemingly incomprehendable.
Using this formalism, propositions can be expressed in single Pure anthopologists seek not to determine the meaning of contexts and their truths inferred in other contexts. context, but its use [8] . Context is thought of in terms of Another contribution of the authors is the notion of lifting connections between domains. Since delimiting the bounds be-axioms that are used to remove contextual-dependance of tween domains is difficult, finding discrete bounds on contexts some proposition or value by a means similar to refactoring. may be futile. Dilley [8] states that to make a connection is Systematic removal of propositions and values from a context to make an interpretation, and as interpretations are context-and replacing with predicates that denote their meaning, and dependent, context involves making connections. not their value (or truthfulness), provides more flexibility to Holy [9] provides a metaphor for context by comparing it make statements on that context. to a frame: context surrounds the situation we are attempting Buvac and Mason [16] have introduced the notion of a to understand and provides the appropriate resources relevant common context vocabulary. This common vocabulary is well to achieving that understanding.
known as a taxonomy and lays the foundation for ontological Guha [10] states that contexts are objects in a domain about reasoning in current KM environments. which one can make statements. These objects are rich and Giunchiglia [15] supposes that context is a "theory of partially intangible, thus can never be completely or accurately the world" [4] which codifies an individuals state relative described. Defining a problem then consists of examining an to that world. Any context ci as viewed by an entity (e.g., environment and assessing which context objects are relevant individual, organization, computer system) is expressed as to the desired requirements, goals, and intended solutions. a triple: KLi, Ai, A\i) which describes the language (e.g., Ahmadjian discusses knowledge creation as taking place in natural, or encoded), the set of relevant axioms, and inference a ba [3] . Ba is described as a context in which interactions take mechanisms, respectively. Contexts can be linked by abridging place physically, virtually, mentally, or socially to facilitate their inference mechanisms and formulating a single, common, knowledge creation. More generally, it is a platform upon language or set of common axioms. values: Features of a context i.e. elements of a proposition 7) engaged in a common task: The differentiating factor that characterize that proposition within a domain cannot be between traditional Information Retrieval (IR) systems and a arbitrarily defined. Context is described as a set of features KM system is the task [1] , [3] . A knowledge sharing system that depict distinct concepts where each feature has a range is certainly dependant on the task being conducted. The task of acceptable values [11] . changes and is followed by other tasks by other actors. This 3) that are dynamic and derivable from a situation: Context time-oriented workflow model is of paramount concern in a is a dynamic product arising from the feedback solicited from context-characterizing model. other actors within the knowledge environment (or intersecting 8) and which evolves progressively over time: Context is contexts). Feedback is essential if determinants of a context, progressive for a task. It changes even during a task. Context such as an actors profile, that contribute the context's dy-is intrinsic but always changing for a user. A user will always namism are to be modeled [4] .
have knowledge which will grow, shrink, and adapt to a 4) and are relevant to varying degrees: Contexts are in-knowledge task. In knowledge sharing this takes the form herently relevant, with varying degrees [12] . Factors within of a changing peer profile. Patterns develop in the profile an environment that do not influence decisions, or influence and tracking these patterns allows generation of a context them to a degree less than some desired threshold, are said to history [11] which can be used for future decision-making, be "outside" the context of interest the frame of relevance personalization, and validation [17] . [9] . This frame can be visualized as a discrete-edge boundary to the context of interest where those propositions inside the V. MATRIX AUGMENTATION FOR KNOWLEDGE PROFILES boundary are relevant to a high degree. Visualizing context as Preliminary work indicates representing knowledge as a regions of an n-dimensional space, where n is the number of weighted task-feature relevance matrix provides fast, accurate relevant features of the environment, many observations can be and flexible access to dynamic context in a network. This made. Regions that intersect (i.e. have propositions that hold approach has not been considered when using task knowledge true in each) are said to be semantically related.
to collect relevant features from a profile for matching. The differentiating factor in knowledge networks is the 1The fourth column of The above mentioned process is shown in Figure 2 . User interaction causes changes in the peer profile and the observed The weights of the features for a task are relative to all other context. These changes result in a recomputation of the simfeatures, thus the sum of the weights for each row must be a ilarity of the local peer's context matrix to all other peers of consistent maximum value, for example 1.0 or n. the network. Using each peer's current task, a list of resources are determined to "match" the peer's current context. This list is reported back to the user who then has the opportunity to A model is needed to demonstrate how context is deter-provide feedback on the knowledge resource ontology as well mined and influenced by the domain, knowledge task, and as the peer ontology and profile. knowledge user. Figure 1 illustrates our approach to determining the relevant knowledge resources within a P2P network VI. CONTEXTBASED PEER-TO-PEER KNOWLEDGE based on peer profiles and a contextual matching scheme. SHARING NETWORKS Our model takes a set of domain features and uses the Frameworks based on context-aware and pervasive computknowledge task as a selector which defines the feature set ing strategies [23] rely on explicit and tacit feedback from relevant to the requirements, needs, and goals of the task. users of the system. These features are matched with the peer ontology to define When knowledge actors require documents from a system, a context for that peer, for that task, and for that domain, having insight into the interests of the requisite actor may
Context is derived from the state of a profile partnered with allow for more accurate retrieval to occur. Abidi and Pang other profiles and document contexts over time. As a profile [24] propose using two ontologies: a peer ontology used to
